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Abstract. Protection of users’ privacy has been a central issue for
location-based services (LBSs). In this paper, we classify two kinds of privacy protection requirements in LBS: location anonymity and identifier
anonymity. While the location cloaking technique under the k-anonymity
model can provide a good protection of users’ privacy, it reduces the resolution of location information and, hence, may degrade the quality of
service (QoS). To strike a balance between the location privacy and QoS,
we present a quality-aware anonymity model for protecting location privacy while meeting user specified QoS requirements. In the model, a
mobile user can specify the minimum anonymity level requirement upon
location privacy as well as the maximum cloaking latency and the maximum cloaking region size requirements upon QoS. In accordance with the
model, we develop an efficient directed-graph based cloaking algorithm to
achieve both high-quality location anonymity and identifier anonymity.
The performance objective is to maximize the cloaking success rate under the privacy and QoS constraints. Furthermore, we introduce an option of using dummy locations to achieve a 100% cloaking success rate
at the cost of communication overhead. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of our cloaking algorithm under various privacy and QoS
requirements.
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Introduction

With the advances in wireless communication and mobile positioning technologies, location-based services (LBSs) have become increasingly popular for mobile users. In these applications, mobile users4 send their location information
to service providers and enjoy various types of location-based services, such as
mobile yellow page (e.g.,“Where is my nearest restaurant”), mobile buddy list
(e.g.,“Where is my nearest friend”), traffic navigation (e.g.,“What is my shortest
path to the Summer Palace”), and emergency support services (e.g.,“I need help
and send me the nearest police”) [1, 2].
While people get much benefit from the useful and convenient information
provided by LBSs, the privacy threat of revealing a mobile user’s personal information (including the identifier and location) has become a severe issue [3,
4

In this paper, we use “mobile user”, “mobile client”, and “user” interchangeably.
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4]. A traditional solution to protecting privacy is the use of pseudonymity [5].
That is, for any LBS request, a trusted middleware is employed to replace the
real identifier of the user with a pseudonym before forwarding the request to a
service provider [11, 12]. However, the location information enclosed in the request may lead to personal re-identification. An attacker can link the location
to some particular individual based on external knowledge. For example, if we
know the location exclusively belongs to some owner, the corresponding request
can thus be linked to the location owner [8, 9].
In general, there are two kinds of privacy protection requirements in LBS:
– Location anonymity. This is to protect a user’s location from being disclosed when the location information is sensitive (e.g., in a clinic or pub).
A common technique is to cloak the user’s location by an extended region.
Under the k-anonymity model [6], the region is large enough such that it
contains at least k − 1 other users.
– Identifier anonymity. This is to hide a user’s identifier when the message
content is sensitive (e.g., political or financial data). Again location cloaking can be applied to provide identifier anonymity. Under the k-anonymity
model [6], user locations are cloaked such that a location is covered by at
least k − 1 other requests. In this way, a request is not identifiable from the
other k − 1 requests.
While the k-anonymity model can provide a good protection of users’ privacy,
it reduces the resolution of the location information and, hence, may degrade the
quality of service (QoS). It is often desirable to strike a balance between the location privacy and QoS requirements. In this paper, we present a quality-aware
anonymity model for protecting location privacy while meeting user specified
QoS requirements. In our model, a mobile user can specify the following requirements in each LBS request: 1) the minimum anonymity level k, indicating
the location cloaking should satisfy both k-location-anonymity and k-identifieranonymity; 2) the maximum cloaking latency ∆t, representing the maximum
cloaking delay that the user can tolerate; 3) the maximum cloaking region size
δ, indicating the maximum tolerable error in location data. While k reflects the
user’s requirement upon location privacy, ∆t and δ represent the user’s QoS
requirements. Since the privacy/QoS tradeoff for a user may change over time
under different circumstances, we allow these requirements to vary from one
request to another even for the same user.
In accordance with the quality-aware anonymity model, we develop an efficient directed-graph based cloaking algorithm to perform anonymization over
LBS requests. The performance objective is to maximize the cloaking success
rate with privacy protected and QoS guaranteed. Furthermore, we introduce an
option of using dummy locations to achieve a 100% cloaking success rate at the
cost of communication overhead. Under this scenario, we would like to make
use of as few dummies as possible to minimize the communication overhead. We
conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. The results show that our algorithms are superior under various privacy
and QoS requirements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first review some related
work on protecting location privacy in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our
quality-aware anonymity model. An efficient cloaking algorithm is proposed in
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Section 4. Some discussions and improvements are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents the implementation and experimental results of our proposed
algorithms. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Several different models have been used for protecting location privacy. Kido et
al. [13] proposed a dummy-based approach, in which a user sends the actual location with several fake locations (“dummies”) to a service provider. The service
provider processes and returns an answer for each received location. The user
finally refines the result based on the actual location.
The k-anonymity model was originally introduced for privacy protection in
conventional database applications [7]. As defined in [6], a release of data provides
k-anonymity protection if the information for each individual contained in the
release cannot be distinguished from at least k −1 individuals whose information
also appear in the release. In the context of LBS, Gruteser and Grunwald [11]
first adopted the k-anonymity model and proposed a quad-tree based cloaking
algorithm. They assume a static anonymity requirement kmin for all users. To
achieve k-anonymity, the algorithm recursively subdivides the area around a
user’s location into four quadrants until the number of users in the area falls
below kmin , and then returns the previous quadrant as the cloaking region.
This technique does not differentiate the privacy requirements of different users.
Moreover, no restriction is imposed on the cloaking region size. Thus, a cloaking
region can be very large, which may lead to an inaccurate query result and a
poor service quality.
Gedik and Liu [12] recently proposed the technique of supporting personalized privacy requirements, capturing the privacy and QoS requirements on a
per-user basis. A location cloaking algorithm called CliqueCloak was developed.
CliqueCloak constructs an undirected graph for all the requests that have not
been anonymized yet. Each time the server receives a new request, it attempts
to identify a clique involving the new request and some existing requests, and
cloak them together with the same region. However, this method has several
drawbacks. First, the effectiveness of this method is limited to users with small
k values (i.e., 2-5). As shown in [12], we can hardly find the anonymity set for
requests with larger k values. Second, the cost of searching a clique in a graph is
costly. Third, some requests that cannot be anonymized will be dropped when
their lifetimes expire. This will affect the user experience towards the service.
Different from [12], our proposed cloaking algorithm considers the tradeoff between privacy and QoS requirements to achieve a higher cloaking success rate.
A different framework named Casper was proposed in [14]. Casper employed a
grid-based pyramid structure to index all user locations. Besides the anonymity
level k, a user can specify Amin , indicating that the user wants to hide the
location information within an area of at least Amin . This model has the following
concerns. First, k and Amin have a similar functionality. In fact, the higher is
the value of k, the larger is the cloaking area. Second, the cloaking region may
expand arbitrarily large if k is set to a large value and few users present nearby.
To address this problem, Casper uses a privacy-aware query processor to return
a list of candidate query results to the anonymizing proxy, who has to locally
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refine the actual result from the candidate list. This approach incurs a high
query processing cost, a high communication cost, and a high local computation
cost. In contrast, to reduce such costs, we enforce some temporal and spatial
QoS requirements when performing location cloaking.

3

System Model

We consider a LBS system consisting of mobile clients, a trusted anonymizing
proxy, and LBS providers [11, 12]. Upon a user query, the mobile client first
sends the LBS request to the anonymizing proxy through an authenticated and
encrypted connection. The request consists of the user’s identifier id, current
location l = (l.x, l.y), current time t, as well as the service related content such
as the query (denoted by data). Additionally, the mobile client can specify in the
request its privacy and QoS requirements, which include the desired anonymity
level k, the tolerable maximum cloaking delay ∆t, and the acceptable maximum
cloaking region size (denoted by a radius of δ). Thus, a request from user i is
defined as: ri = (id, l, k, ∆t, δ, data, t).
Based on the request’s privacy and QoS requirements, the anonymizing proxy
expands the location l into a cloaking region L (to be detailed later in this
section). Moreover, the identifier id is replaced with a pseudonym id0 (e.g., a
secure hash number). The original request is transformed into a new anonymized
request, ri0 = (id0 , L, data), and is forwarded to the LBS provider. Finally, the
anonymized request is processed by LBS provider. The query result is sent back
to the anonymizing proxy, which, after refining the result, returns the final result
to the mobile client.
We adopt the k-anonymity model [6] for protecting location privacy. Given a
set of user requests {r1 , r2 , · · · , rn } and their anonymized requests {r10 , r20 , · · · , rn0 },
the location k-anonymity model is defined as follows:
Definition 1 For any request ri , the location k-anonymity is satisfied if and only
if 1) ri ’s cloaking region ri0 .L covers the locations of at least k − 1 other requests
(i.e., |{j | rj .l ∈ ri0 .L, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i}| ≥ k − 1) and, 2) ri ’s location ri .l is
covered by the cloaking regions of at least k − 1 other requests (i.e., |{j | ri .l ∈
rj0 .L, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i}| ≥ k − 1).
By this definition, a LBS provider cannot distinguish a user’s location ri .l
from k − 1 other users’ locations since they all present in the cloaking region
ri0 .L. Moreover, even knowing the location of a user, a LBS provider cannot tell
which request is made by this user since there are k requests all covering this
user’s location. As such, both location anonymity and identifier anonymity are
achieved. We refer to the set of users achieving location anonymity as location
anonymity set and the set of users achieving identifier anonymity as identifier
anonymity set. For example, Figure 1 shows four LBS requests from different
users as well as their cloaking regions. Since r1 ’s cloaking region covers r1 , r2 ,
and r3 , the location anonymity set of r1 is {r1 , r2 , r3 }. On the other hand, r1 is
covered by the cloaking regions of r1 through r4 . Thus, the identifier anonymity
set of r1 is {r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 }.
In summary, for any request r and its anonymized request r0 , we specify the
privacy and QoS requirements from the following three aspects:
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1. Location Privacy. This requires to expand the user location l into a cloaking region L such that the k-anonymity model (Definition 1) is satisfied.
2. Temporal QoS. This states that the request must be anonymized before
the predefined maximum cloaking delay (i.e., t + ∆t).
3. Spatial QoS. This specifies that the cloaking region size should not exceed
a threshold, i.e., the cloaking region must be inside a circle Ω centered at l
and with a radius of δ (i.e., L ⊆ Ω(l, δ)).
In general, a larger ∆t (or δ) provides more flexibility in location anonymization
but results in an extended query delay (or a less accurate query result).
cloaking region of r1

r2
r1

r3

cloaking region of r2
cloaking region of r3
cloaking region of r4

r4

location point of ri, i=1,2,3,4

Fig. 1. Illustration of Location Anonymity Set and Identifier Anonymity Set

4

Basic Anonymization Algorithm

The anonymization algorithm turns the user location into a cloaking region based
on the privacy and QoS constraints. In this section, we discuss the following
problems faced by the anonymization algorithm: 1) when to anonymize which
request? and 2) given a request under the cloaking region size constraint, how
to find other requests (i.e., the location anonymity set and identifier anonymity
set) to satisfy the location k-anonymity model?
Bearing in mind that our objective is to maximize the cloaking success rate,
we shall delay the anonymization process of a request until right before its deadline (i.e., t + ∆t − ²), where ² is a small time offset set to be the worst cloaking
time. In this way, not only can more potential requests join a request’s anonymity
set, but also other requests have a higher chance to include this request in their
anonymity sets.
To tackle the second problem, the CliqueCloak algorithm proposed in [12]
constructs an undirected graph to represent the correlations of all requests. The
graph is defined as: Gu = (V, Eu ), where V is the set of the nodes, each representing a request r received at the anonymizing proxy, and Eu is the set of edges,
each representing the neighborship between the corresponding nodes (requests).
For any pair of nodes ri , rj ∈ V , there exists an edge eij = (ri , rj ) ∈ Eu if and
only if the distance between the two requests |ri rj | is not more than both ri .δ
and rj .δ (|ri rj | ≤ ri .δ and |ri rj | ≤ rj .δ), which indicates the locations of ri and
rj are within each other’s predefined maximum cloaking region size. For any
request ri , its location anonymity set and identifier anonymity set are the same
ri .U that includes all its neighbors except those have k larger than ri .k and those
have less than k − 1 neighbors in ri .U . A clique of at least k requests is identified
if they share the same anonymity set. These requests are then anonymized with
the same cloaking region (the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of their location points) at the same time. This approach incurs a huge searching cost for
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identifying cliques with the worst time complexity of O(N 2N ), where N is the
number of nodes in the subgraph of ri .U . Moreover, with a restricted definition
of the anonymity set, the cloaking success rate is low.
Recall that under our location k-anonymity model, each request can have
a different anonymity set and hence a different cloaking region. Thus, in contrast to [12], we build a directed graph rather than an undirected graph. In
the directed graph Gd = (V, Ed ), for any pair of nodes ri , rj ∈ V , there exists an edge eij = (ri , rj ) ∈ Ed from ri to rj , if and only if the distance
between the two requests is not more than ri .δ (|ri rj | ≤ ri .δ), which indicates rj ’s location is within ri ’s predefined maximum cloaking region size. Similarly, there exists an edge eji = (rj , ri ) ∈ Ed from rj to ri , if and only if
ri ’s location is within rj ’s predefined maximum cloaking region size. The location anonymity set of a request ri , is formed by all its outgoing neighbors
ri .Uout , i.e., ri .Uout = {ri } ∪ {rj | (ri , rj ) ∈ Gd (V, Ed )}, and the identifier
anonymity set, is formed by all its incoming neighbors ri .Uin , i.e., ri .Uin =
{ri }∪{rj | (rj , ri ) ∈ Gd (V, Ed )}. For each request ri , we maintain a f lag to identify its status, i.e., f lag = unanonymized means ri has not been anonymized,
and f lag = f orwarded means ri has been anonymized successfully and forwarded to the service provider but not yet deleted in the graph. A request ri
can be anonymized immediately if there are at least k − 1 other anonymized
requests in ri .Uout (i.e., |{j | rj ∈ ri .Uout , rj .f lag = f orwarded, j 6= i}| ≥ k − 1)
and k − 1 other anonymized requests in ri .Uin (i.e., |{j | rj ∈ ri .Uin , rj .f lag =
f orwarded, j 6= i}| ≥ k − 1).5 The cloaking region of ri is then represented by
the MBR of the location points of the requests in the location anonymity set
(denoted by M BR(ri .Uout )).

r0 k=2

r0 k=2
r1 k=2
k=2 r2

k=2 r2
k=2 r5

r3 k=3
r4 k=2

(a) CliqueCloak

k=2 r5

r1 k=2
r3 k=3
r4 k=2

(b) Our Cloaking

Fig. 2. An Example: the differences between CliqueCloak and our proposed cloaking

We use an example to illustrate the differences between CliqueCloak(Figure 2(a))
and our proposed cloaking algorithm (Figure 2(b)). The same set of user requests
with corresponding k values are shown in the figure, where they are numbered in
the ascending order of their deadlines. We assume r0 has been anonymized successfully (r0 .f lag = f orwarded in our cloaking). With CliqueCloak, r1 , r2 , and
r3 form a clique and are cloaked with the same region (their MBR, represented
by the shaded area in Figure 2(a)). Then they will be deleted from the graph.
5

Initially, no requests are flagged as “forwarded”. We employ CliqueCloak to
anonymize requests in the warm-up period; our proposed cloaking algorithm follows after the warm-up period.
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Next, r4 and r5 will be dropped because they cannot find enough neighbors.
With our proposed cloaking algorithm, the neighborships between the requests
are different and some new edges are added in the directed graph. First, r1 is
processed with Uout = Uin = {r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 }. Because r0 .f lag = f orwarded, satisfying r1 .k = 2, we can anonymize r1 with cloaking region M BR(r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 ).
Then, r2 is processed with Uout = {r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 } and Uin = {r1 , r2 , r3 , r5 }. Because r0 and r1 have been anonymized successfully, satisfying r2 .k = 2, we can
also cloak it with M BR(r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 ). Similarly, all the other requests will be successfully anonymized with r30 .L = M BR(r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 ), r40 .L = M BR(r3 , r4 ),
r50 .L = M BR(r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 ). Obviously, by allowing different cloaking regions for
different requests, our proposed cloaking algorithm gets a higher success rate
than CliqueCloak. Moreover, as shown in Figure 2(b), the cloaking regions of r1 ,
r2 , and r3 cover some more requests in addition to r1 , r2 , and r3 , thereby providing a higher privacy level than CliqueCloak. In the following, we describe the
detailed data structures and related algorithms for anonymizing user requests.
4.1

Data Structures

As mentioned, we employ a dynamic in-memory directed graph for all user requests. To facilitate the construction and maintenance of the graph, we build a
spatial index (i.e., R-tree) over the location points (ri .l’s) of all requests. Thus,
we can use a window query to quickly find the neighbors of a request. Additionally, we maintain a min-heap to order the requests according to their cloaking
deadlines (i.e., the key is ri .t + ri .∆t).
4.2

Algorithms

Algorithm 1: Maintenance (ri = {id, x, y, t, ∆t, k, δ, data})
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

insert ri into the spatial index and the heap;
create a new node for ri in the graph;
ri .n ← 0; ri .Uin ← {ri }; ri .Uout ← {ri };
C ← a range query Q on the spatial index,
Q = ((x − δmax , y − δmax ), (x + δmax , y + δmax ));
forall rj ∈ C, rj 6= ri do
if |ri rj | ≤ ri .δ or |ri rj | ≤ rj .δ then
if |ri rj | ≤ ri .δ then
create an edge (riS
, rj ) in the graph;
S
ri .Uout ← ri .Uout {rj }; rj .Uin ← rj .Uin {ri };
if |ri rj | ≤ rj .δ then
create an edge (r
Sj , ri ) in the graph;
S
ri .Uin ← ri .Uin {rj }; rj .Uout ← rj .Uout {ri };
ri .n ← ri .n + 1; rj .n ← rj .n + 1;
end
end

Maintenance: Algorithm 1 details the maintenance of the data structures.
Given a new incoming request ri , we first update the spatial index and the heap.
Next we update the graph. We start by searching the spatial index using a range
query with ri .l as the central point and δmax as the radius, where δmax is the
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maximum cloaking region size requirement of all the requests. The requests in
the search result C are the candidates for being ri ’s neighbors in the graph. Each
rj in C is filtered based on whether the distance between rj and ri is within ri .δ
or rj .δ. In the former case, we construct an edge from ri to rj . In the latter case,
we construct an edge from rj to ri . In both cases, they are added to each other’s
outgoing neighbor set Uout and incoming neighbor
set Uin . In the algorithm, ri .n
S
is used to represent the cardinality of Uin Uout .
Algorithm 2: Cloaking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

get the top request r in the heap;
if t + ∆t − tnow < ε then
forall r0 ∈ r.Uout do if r0 .f lag = f orwarded then ko + +;
forall r0 ∈ r.Uin do if r0 .f lag = f orwarded then ki + +;
if ko ≥ k − 1 and ki ≥ k − 1 then
send out R = (pid, M BR(r.Uout ), r.data) for r;
r.f lag = f orwarded;
S
forall r0 ∈ r.Uout r.Uin , r0 6= r do
r0 .n ← r0 .n − 1;
if r0 .n = 0 and r0 .f lag = f orwarded then delete r0 from the graph;
end
if r.n = 0 then delete r from the graph;
else
delete r from the graph;
delete r from the spatial index and the heap;
end

Cloaking Algorithm: Algorithm 2 describes the cloaking algorithm. The
input request r is the first request approaching its deadline. We first compare r’s
cloaking time constraint r.t+r.∆t with current time tnow . If r.t+r.∆t−tnow ≤ ε,
where ε is a small time offset set to be the worst cloaking time, we cloak r
immediately. Otherwise, we delay the anonymization of r to the time r.t+r.∆t−ε.
In the cloaking algorithm, we compute the number of r’s neighbors that have
been anonymized successfully in the outgoing neighbor set and the incoming
neighbor set, denoted by ko and ki respectively. If both ko and ki satisfy r’s
minimum anonymity level (ko ≥ r.k − 1 and ki ≥ r.k − 1), r can be cloaked as
r0 = (pid, M BR(r.Uout ), r.data) and its flag is set as “forwarded”, where pid is
the pseudonym that replaces r.id. Otherwise, the cloaking fails and the request
is deleted from the graph. This algorithm has a time complexity O(n), where n
is the number of r’s neighbors.
After r is successfully cloaked, we delay the removal of r in the graph until
all its neighbors have been processed. This is because otherwise the neighborships between r and its neighbors will disappear. And when we anonymize r’s
neighbors later, they cannot include r in their anonymity sets and, hence, reduce
the privacy level and the cloaking success rate. Thus, weSthen decrease the unprocessed neighbors (n) of each r’s neighbor rj in r.Uout r.Uin . If rj has been
anonymized already before r and r is the last neighbor of rj to be processed, we
can remove rj from the graph. If all neighbors of r have been anonymized before
it, we can remove r from the graph. No matter whether the cloaking succeeds
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or fails, finally the request r should be removed from the spatial index and the
heap.

5

Improvement with Dummy Requests

This section discusses an improvement by using dummy requests in case of a
cloaking failure. With dummies introduced, we can guarantee a successful cloaking for every request and a 100% success rate. Therefore, we only need to maintain for each node r the number of incoming neighbors r.ki and the number of
outgoing neighbors r.ko (r.f lag is no longer maintained). If both r.ki and r.ko
satisfy the required privacy level r.k, the cloaking can proceed with success. Otherwise, we use Algorithm 3 to generate enough dummies such that the dummies
and the real neighbors together form r’s anonymity set. The time complexity of
this cloaking algorithm is O(1).
We generate dummies for a request r based on the following requirements.
First, dummies should be within both the location anonymity set and the identifier anonymity set such that the privacy level will be higher. Second, dummies
must be indistinguishable from actual requests. Third, dummies should satisfy
the spatial QoS requirement of r. Thus, to avoid expanding the existing cloaking
region, the location of each dummy distributes randomly within M BR(r.Uout ).
The cloaking region of each dummy request, d, which also cover the location
point of r, is a random spatial region between M BR({r, d}) and M BR(r.Uout ).
As such, the dummies and r become both incoming neighbors and outgoing
neighbors, and the service provider will have difficulty in identifying dummies.
Algorithm 3: Dummy (x, y, kd , M )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

compute the MBR of M , L = ((xmin , ymin ), (xmax , ymax ));
for i = 1 to kd do
x ← random(xmin , x); x0 ← random(x, xmax );
y ← random(ymin , y); y 0 ← random(y, ymax );
Li ← ((x, y), (x0 , y 0 ));
send out the ith cloaked dummy request, Ri ← (pid, Li , data);
end

Algorithm 3 shows the detailed dummy generation process. The inputs of
the procedure are: location (l.x, l.y) of request r to be cloaked, the number of
dummies to be generated, and r’s outgoing neighbor set as M . The pseudonym
and service related content are also randomly generated. Finally, we send the
cloaked dummy requests out to the service provider.

6

Experiments

In this section, we experimentally compare the effectiveness of our cloaking algorithm against CliqueCloak [12] under various location privacy and QoS settings.
In all the experiments, we use Thomas Brinkhoff Network-based Generator of
Moving Objects [15] to generate a set of moving objects. The input to the generator is the road map of Oldenburg County (with an area of about 200km2 ).
We simulate 20,000 moving objects that are uniformly distributed in the spatial
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Fig. 3. Performance of Cloaking Success Rate under Different Settings

space at the initial time and afterwards continuously move on the road network.
These moving objects issue LBS requests with their current locations at a query
interval of 20,000 s. In each request, ∆t, k, and δ are assigned uniformly between
the range [.05 − .15]% of the update interval (i.e., 1,000-3,000), [2 − 5] users, and
[.01-0.05]% of the space (i.e., 2-10), respectively. We set the worst cloaking time
offset ε as 10 s.
Recall that the goal of our cloaking algorithm is to maximize the number
of requests anonymized successfully in accordance with their privacy and QoS
requirements. We first evaluate the cloaking success rate with various privacy and
QoS requirements. Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the effect of varying k, δ,
and ∆t on the success rate, respectively. In all cases tested, our method without
using dummies always outperforms CliqueCloak, by 5-25% in terms of cloaking
success rate. By using dummy requests, we can even achieve a 100% success rate.
In Figures 3(a), both CliqueCloak and our method show that the requests with
larger k values are more difficult to anonymize, thus getting a lower success rate.
However, the performance degradation of our method is less significant than
that of CliqueCloak. This indicates that our method is more robust for larger k
values. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that a larger δ or ∆t improves the flexibility
in location anonymization and thus getting a higher success rate.
We then measure the efficiency of our location-anonymity model in terms of
users’ privacy requirements. The relative location anonymity level is measured
by k 0 /k, where k 0 is the number of users actually included in the cloaking region while k is the user required number. In Figure 4, we compare the relative
anonymity level of our method against CliqueCloak under different k values.
In our method, by using dummies, the relative anonymity level can be up to 9
for k = 2, meaning that the requests are actually anonymized with k ≈ 18 on
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average. Without using dummies, the relative anonymity level is from 5.2 for
k = 2 to 2.5 for k = 5, meaning that the requests are actually anonymized with
k ≈ 10 on average. CliqueCloak provides a lower level from 1.2 for k = 2 to 1.0
for k = 5. This result also demonstrates that even without dummies our method
can support larger k values up to 10 while CliqueCloak is limited to smaller k
values. In Figure 5, we measure the portion of dummy requests generated in
the total requests under varying k values. Requests with larger k require more
neighbors and hence a higher percent of dummies. On average, we can achieve
a 100% success rate with about 10% dummies (and thus 10% of communication
overhead), which we think is acceptable.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the effect of k on the cloaking efficiency. In all cases
tested, our method shows a much shorter cloaking time than CliqueCloak. When
k increases, (more neighbors are formed), the average cloaking time lengths as a
result of increasing cost of searching anonymity sets. However, the performance
degradation of our method is much less smaller than that of CliqueCloak.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the problem of quality-aware privacy protection
in location-based services. We classified the privacy requirements into location
anonymity and identifier anonymity. To protect both of these two anonymities,
we have presented a quality-aware k-anonymity model that allows a mobile user
to specify in each LBS request the location privacy requirement as well as the
temporal and spatial QoS requirements. We have developed an efficient directedgraph based cloaking algorithm to achieve a high cloaking success rate while
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satisfying the privacy and QoS requirements. Moreover, we have introduced the
use of dummy requests to achieve a 100% cloaking success rate at the cost of
communication overhead. Experimental evaluation have verified the effectiveness
of our model and the proposed cloaking algorithms under various privacy and
QoS requirements.
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